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The Christmas Throwaway English Edition
Careless Love is the full, true, and mesmerizing story of Elvis Presley's last two
decades, in the long-awaited second volume of Peter Guralnick's masterful two-part
biography. Last Train to Memphis, the first part of Guralnick's two-volume life of Elvis
Presley, was acclaimed by the New York Times as "a triumph of biographical art." This
concluding volume recounts the second half of Elvis' life in rich and previously
unimagined detail, and confirms Guralnick's status as one of the great biographers of
our time. Beginning with Presley's army service in Germany in 1958 and ending with his
death in Memphis in 1977, Careless Love chronicles the unravelling of the dream that
once shone so brightly, homing in on the complex playing-out of Elvis' relationship with
his Machiavellian manager, Colonel Tom Parker. It's a breathtaking revelatory drama
that for the first time places the events of a too-often mistold tale in a fresh, believable,
and understandable context. Elvis' changes during these years form a tragic mystery
that Careless Love unlocks for the first time. This is the quintessential American story,
encompassing elements of race, class, wealth, sex, music, religion, and personal
transformation. Written with grace, sensitivity, and passion, Careless Love is a unique
contribution to our understanding of American popular culture and the nature of
success, giving us true insight at last into one of the most misunderstood public figures
of our times. This enhanced edition includes: Exclusive video footage going further into
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Colonel Parker's role in Elvis's postwar career as well as the conservation efforts taken
to maintain the Presley archive. Rare audio clips featuring audio engineer Billy Porter,
musical director Billy Goldenberg, and bassist Jerry Schiff-all influential players in
Elvis's post-war career.
Who can resist a smorgasbord of delicious holiday treats, selected by one of the mostrespected gay erotica anthologists of our time? Featuring contributions from Lars
Eighner, Felice Picano, M. Christian and many other luminaries of gay writing, Stocking
Stuffers is the perfect holiday gift for someone you love (or merely lust after). These hot
stories - culled from such magazines as Torso, Mandate and Blueboy - are sure to heat
up any cold winter night. 'David Laurents is the Mozart of gay pornography' - The
Philadelphia Gay News
When they spend time alone on a Montana mountainside will Tyler ever convince
Martin that like sapphires, love is worth searching for? Martin’s name was the very last
on a kill list. The son of a murderer, he’s had no childhood; lost in a horrific holding
pattern of death that turned his heart to stone. Thanks to the man who called him brave
and spared his life, he no longer has to look over his shoulder, but he does have one
question. Why did Justin let him live? Tyler Colby has identified a major flaw in the
seismic mapping system used to monitor earthquake activity. Sent to Crooked Tree by
his employer, the Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology, he is tasked with adding a
new remote station to the network. The installation should be his entire focus, but the
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lure of sapphires and his attraction to a heartbroken young man called Martin is enough
to make him want more.
When Ben and Nicholas meet, the attraction is instant. Can they ever be their true
selves, and find love as a result? Army medic Ben Rockwell is in Ellery to work with the
Veterans Center creating a new specialist unit for post trauma care. Desperate to make
amends for battlefield decisions he regrets, he is focused on the unit and nothing else.
Until some stranger moves in next door and throws him a curveball. He’s no hero, even
though everyone says he is, and the lies burn inside him. Leaving drama and chaos in
his wake, Nicholas Merrick fled London and is hiding out in his friend Jason’s house,
until everything back home dies a death. The choices he made in his life were to keep
his best friend safe, but as a result everyone sees him as the bad guy.
Rob is ready to leave. Aaron wants him to stay. Their love has an expiry date, and it's
tearing them apart. Rob runs to Crooked Tree determined to find a safe place for his
nephews. A family for them is the final thing on his list, and then he can vanish
completely. Falling for a local paramedic along the way is a disaster in Rob's otherwise
perfect plans. Paramedic Aaron, the middle of five brothers, would like someone to
love. A great believer in fate he is convinced though, that one day he'll find someone.
He just never thought it would be a man in so much pain, or that children would be part
of the package. Can they find a way to save what they have?
Two men destroyed by the past learn to live—and love—again. Kyle Braden has nowhere
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else to go. With no money and no prospects, he turns to the only man who promises
him help. Jack Campbell-Hayes wants to show Kyle that he can be more than he ever
thought. Kyle begins to see how far he’s come from being the scarred man who shut
everyone out, when the first person through the doors of Legacy Ranch is Jason; a
young man with nightmares that follow him when he's awake. Lost in the system and
with three years on the streets marking every inch of his body, Jason Smith is scared.
His life is an evil mess of hate and despair, and even the offer of a fresh start and a
clean bed isn’t enough for him to feel safe. Until Kyle comes into his life and shows him
that it's okay not to be in control. For these broken men, Legacy Ranch offers more
than a place to live and work. It offers hope.
Reeling from the painful rejection of a man he thought he loved, Asher is left holding the
baby. Ash wants a family, and is determined to continue with a surrogacy he’d begun
with his ex. Bringing baby Mia home, he vows that he will be the best father he can be.
Nothing in this world matters more to him than caring for his daughter, not even
accidentally falling in lust with the doctor next door. Challenged by his growing
attraction to Sean, and confronted by painful memories of his family, Ash has to learn
that love is all that matters. When ER doctor Sean moves in with his friends next door
to sexy single father Ash, he falls so quickly it takes his breath away. The sex they have
is hot, but Ash is adamant his heart is too full with love for his daughter to let anyone
else in. Why is Sean the only one who sees how scared Ash is, and how can he prove
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to his new lover that he desperately wants the three of them to become a family?
Sometimes Riley and Jack have to be the ones to fight other people's battles and stand up for
what is right. With the life changing prospect of a yes vote from SCOTUS on the issue of same
sex marriage, Riley and Jack realise they have decisions to make. Add in some distressing
family news and the very real possibility that old secrets may resurface, and this book in the
Texas series pulls together as many threads as the boys can manage to handle. But through
all the ups and the downs, children, family events, laughter, and tears, there is nothing as
special as the forever love between these two men.
Arriving in Los Angeles to reconcile with his lover, Ryan is caught up in the strongest
earthquake to hit the city since records began. Even as he watches L.A. fall, he refuses to join
the people running from the destruction. Instead, as the city burns, fires igniting high in the
hills, he heads straight into the chaos to save Nathan. In a race against time to survive, both
injured, with the earth shifting beneath their feet, Ryan and Nathan's only hope for survival is to
escape before the aftershocks tear the ground apart and the all-consuming fires reach them.
Can they outrun the destruction, or is it too late?
It's been far too long since Christian Matthews has seen Daniel Bailey. In fact the last time they
met was in college. Seven years down the road, Chris is licking his wounds after being 'asked
to leave' the private school where he was teaching. He has no job, no money, and has to rely
on his friend Amelia for a job and a room to live in. He needs a freaking Christmas miracle to
make this Season anything other than a total loss. Then Daniel comes back into his life and
suddenly everything seems possible. Not only is Daniel still the man Christian wants more than
anything, but this time Chris may well actually tell Daniel how he feels.
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Can Connor show River a real Texas family Christmas? When Connor finds River on the roof
of the campus admin building, he doesn’t know what to do. His friend is drunk, and shouting
into a snowstorm, a bottle of vodka in his hand. The easy part is getting River down; the hard
part is insisting River comes home with Connor for Christmas. River doesn’t have a family or
any place outside of college that he calls home. Not that it matters to him; he’s happy being
alone for Christmas in his budget motel, watching reruns of Elf. Only, Connor keeps telling
wildly improbable stories of the perfect family celebrations at his parents’ ranch in Texas, and
it’s wearing River down. He didn’t ask to be kidnapped. He didn’t want to fall in love with the
entire Campbell-Hayes family. But he does. From one Christmas to the next. This is Connor’s
year to rescue River, and himself, for them both to mess things up, make things right, fall in
lust, and finally, for Connor to show the man he loves what being part of a family can mean.
Christmas is a time for giving - what do you do when no one gives a damn? For Zachary
Weston Christmas means sleeping on a churchyard bench in the freezing snow with nothing
better in his future. Thrown out of his home for being gay, he is left without money or, it seems,
anywhere to go. Until a stranger shows him that some people do give a lot more than a damn.
Ben Hamilton is a rookie cop in his small home town. He finds a young throwaway, fresh from
the city, sleeping on a bench in the churchyard on a snowy Christmas Eve. Can he be the one
to give Zachary his own Christmas miracle?
The story of long nights in a wintry mountain hotel, a baking show with secrets, a snowman
called Jeremy, and finding the greatest love of all. After winning season four of ratings hit the
World’s Best Baking Show, Brody Thomas had become a sought-after cake maker to the
stars. Happily married, he dreamed of a bright future, but his perfect life imploded when he
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discovered that his husband had done nothing but lie to him. A year later, Brody is mid-divorce,
and his life has been turned upside down, so being part of the WBBS charity event is excellent
timing. He’s sure it will give him time away from home and space to get his head straight, only
he never expected to meet the man of his dreams in a snowy Alberta. Winning season one of
WBBS gave Justin Mallory a chance to outrun the demons of a childhood lost in the foster
system. He’s a social media influencer, with millions of followers, and works every hour to
make money that equals security for the rest of his life. His marketing team signs him up for
the WBBS Christmas charity show, but he’s convinced he’ll fall at the first hurdle. Only, after a
few days in the competition, his worry isn’t that he’ll be the first to leave, it’s that he’ll lose his
heart to a rival baker, Brody.
Gritty, heartrending and unputdownable – the story of two sisters sent first to an English, then
an Australian orphanage in the aftermath of World War II. Rita and Rosie Stevens are only
nine and five years old when their widowed mother marries a violent bully called Jimmy
Randall and has a baby boy by him. Under pressure from her new husband, she is persuaded
to send the girls to an orphanage – not knowing that the papers she has signed will entitle
them to do what they like with the children. And it is not long before the powers that be decide
to send a consignment of orphans to their sister institution in Australia. Among them – without
their family's consent or knowledge – are Rita and Rosie, the throwaway children. What
readers are saying about THE THROWAWAY CHILDREN: 'I haven't felt so immersed in a
book in a very long time and have recommended to just about everyone' 'Heart wrenching' 'A
truly powerful book'
Where can a grinch find the spirit of Christmas? For photojournalist Jesse, Winter is the worst
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of times for more reasons than he can count. Not least that Christmas is a stark reminder of
last year’s misery when his banker boyfriend left Jesse with unmanageable debt. The ring
Jesse had bought to propose was the first item he had to sell, and it wouldn’t be the last. With
money running low, he wants an assignment somewhere fascinating, far away, and hot.
Meanwhile, his agent offers him cold and icy Eden Vale, awarded Christmas Town 2011, and
given how much it pays, he can’t say no. Only now he’s trapped in a town of less than a
thousand people, cut off by snow, and every single person wants to drag him kicking and
screaming into Christmas. Gabriel has lived his entire life in the mountains. A teacher at the
elementary school, he believes that the season of goodwill unites community, family, and that
love resides in everyone’s heart. When Jesse arrives in town, lacking any measure of
Christmas spirit, Gabriel immediately sees through his defenses and bonds with him. Despite
the barriers that Jesse throws up, Gabriel is determined to show the man what a real
Christmas can be.
Baby searches for his Christmas present in the closet, under wrapping paper, and underneath
the Christmas tree.
Harrison is alone and hurting with his memories gone, but Toby shows him that love can heal
even the most broken of hearts. After losing his entire team in a roadside bomb, Harrison is left
with a traumatic brain injury, a broken body, and scars on his heart that might never heal.
Staying at the Ellery Mountain Veterans Center is the first step in healing, but short-term
memories evade him, and the only thing he trusts is the love of Barney, his support dog. Until
he meets Toby. Toby lands the chance of a lifetime, using his horticultural skills to aid in
working with veterans during their physical and mental recovery. Meeting Harrison on his first
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day goes badly, but there is something between them that could be more than just friendship.
With time, it could even become love.
Officer Finn Hallan has never run from a fight. With Niall’s life at stake, he’s not about to start
now… Finn Hallan is a member of the elite Norwegian Emergency Response Unit, code name
Delta. When the team is sent to respond to a hostage situation on a Oil Platform in the
Norwegian Sea, he has to face demons he thought he had buried a long time ago. Scottish
engineer Niall Faulkner’s skills in oil platform decommissioning takes him to the Forsetti
platform at the worst possible time. When he’s captured by terrorists, his only thought is that
he will never get to tell his lover how he really feels. Can Finn keep Niall alive? Or will they
both die at the hands of hijackers in the frigid waters of the Norwegian sea?
Daniel trusted a man and lost everything. Unable to make his way in the world he takes Jack
Campbell-Hayes at his word and asks him for help. Corey wants the truth even though he
knows it will lead to heartbreak and pain. Money can’t erase his family’s mistakes but he has
to find Daniel to make things right. When the world crumbles around them both, Legacy ranch
becomes their only hope.
Logan Maxwell, a winger for the Burlington Dragons, is stuck in Dallas and missing Christmas
with his family. There's no snow in this damn city, he's lonely, and he can't even remember the
last time he hooked up with a guy. Spending his precious Christmas break with the other single
players on the team could be great, he guessed, but for one thing; Archie Simard. Lusting after
the brother of your team captain is the worst idea in the history of bad ideas, Logan knows that.
But when fate throws him and the temptation that is Archie together, it’s hard not to fall in love.
In a snowy Christmas London, a grieving Josh meets Michael and falls head over heels in love.
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The antique book store, Chapter One, is nestled in a quiet square a few steps from London's
St Pauls Cathedral. Since Josh's dad died, it has been boarded-up, with whitewashed
windows, no new stock, and shelves empty of everything except sad memories. The place is a
reminder of loss, and despite Josh being weighed down by grief, it falls on him to sell the store
for his mom. Michael is the owner of Arts Desire, the store right next to Josh. With his rainbow
pride mugs and positive outlook, he is sunshine and happiness, and the complete opposite of
what Josh thinks he needs in his life. Michael says everyone deserves their own Christmas
miracle sometimes. All Josh has to do is believe him, and the two men could have their own
happy ever after.

This wonderfully weird and wacky early reader series delivers laugh-a-page
humor that is perfect for reluctant readers. In the seventh hysterical tale, a carton
of rancid eggnog bubbles to life, devouring unfortunate citizens and plastic
reindeer on the lawns of Gingham County. With the power to morph into the
shape of people, the eggy menace seems unstoppable, withstanding spitballs
and even a group of relentless Christmas carolers. Will Wiley and Grampa, with
the help of Roberto Claus--the fruitcake-wielding owner of Santa's Happytown
Shanty Village--save the day, or will the killer eggnog leave a trail of chaos and
nutmeg in its slippery path?
Young Christmas Elf Christian is thinking of leaving the North Pole after this
Christmas due to his unrequited love for his best friend Alistair. But before he can
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make a decision on his future, he finds himself in trouble with the dark-haired,
sexy Head Elf Gabriel. Trouble comes in the form of having to be the Head Elf’s
assistant for the season, but after a kiss under the mistletoe, their relationship
takes a naughty turn. By Christmas, Christian only has eyes for Gabriel. Will the
Head Elf return his feelings?
Jack and Riley Campbell-Hayes begin a journey that will change their lives
forever. Set against the backdrop of the Double D, the cast of the Texas books
face changes that won’t leave a single one of them untouched. Jack and Riley
want to extend their small family of three. Their first choice is surrogacy with Jack
as the father and when all this begins smoothly both men can't help but
contemplate at what point would things go wrong. After all, their lives are far from
normal and nothing is ever smooth. Add a small four-year-old boy in foster care
into the mix and suddenly things become a whole lot more complicated.
Danger from Liam's past arrives at the Double D, and threatens everything Jack
and Riley hold dear. Centering on Jack and Riley, parents, lovers, and friends.
Jack makes a decision that will affect the ranch, and Riley realizes peace comes
at a price. Eli and Robbie have their home on Double D land. Their love is rooted
in the Texas soil and they weather as many storms as can be thrown at them.
And Liam, a young man with a head full of dreams and sleep full of nightmares,
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finds that all things are possible when Marcus decides to interrupt his solitary
existence.
Jack is focusing on building an equine therapy school for children with special
needs and works hard along side his normal horse training and breeding
program. He and Riley have settled into a softer, quieter, kind of family life, but
that doesn't stop them using the barn with the door to the fullest! But the lull
comes before the storm. Riley and his new assistant travel to Laredo, and across
the border into Neuvo Laredo as part of an exploratory team and things very
quickly go to hell. Riley is caught in some serious Cartel problems and suddenly
everything Jack holds dear is threatened. Add in Vaughn and Darren's story,
revisiting Robbie, Eli, Liam and Marcus, alongside Sean and Eden and the
wedding that never was, and this story promises you everything you want from a
Texas series book.
A gift for every single reader who said they needed to know what happened next
for Jack and Riley… When Hayley arrived on the steps of the D, Riley and Jack
knew life would never be the same. Told through Riley and Jack’s eyes, this is
ten years in the life of their family and watching Hayley grow up, fall in love, and
start her own life. Hurricanes, illness, babies, happiness, sadness, work, play, the
barn, the office, horses, friends, enemies, and above all, love.
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It's Christmas in Epiphany, Pennsylvania—the busiest time of year for Mel Halner.
But running the family Christmas tree farm has worn down his love for the
happiest season of all, and lately Mel's been wondering what if he'd said yes to a
ticket out of town with millionaire Bryce Campion three years ago. Bryce isn't
used to people saying no to him, and he can't forget Mel or their brief but sizzling
affair. He might not have been offering forever, but Bryce can't understand a guy
as sexy and smart as Mel choosing to stay rooted on the family farm over
enjoying the high life with him. He's determined to make Mel see what he's
missed out on the first chance he gets. 27,000 words
The love story of a lonely prince, the man who steals his heart, and the magic of a
snowy castle at Christmas. Labeled as a playboy Prince, Raphael has done many crazy
things in his life but commissioning a new museum to employ a stranger as a curator
may top them all. For him, the game began in London when he outbid Marc at a
Sotheby’s auction, but what started as a misguided attempt at flirting ends when Marc
confronts him and tells him home truths that cut deep. No one has ever stood up to
Raphael before, and it’s enough to have him questioning his role as the youngest son
of an ancient royal family. He wants to be a better man, and if he happens to fall in love
on the way there, then that’s just perfect. The threat of losing his job means this could
be the worst Christmas of Marc’s life. Not only has he been outbid on a piece of history
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to a prince with more money than sense, but his career at the British Museum is now on
the line. When the same prince offers him a dream position, his first instinct is to refuse
out of principle, but he knows he can never turn down being part of a team that reveals
centuries of hidden history. His professionalism turns to horror when he discovers that
he’s not part of a team at all and that Raphael—call me Rafe—is determined to shadow
his every move. Hours alone in the castle archives start frosty, but when the ice melts,
the magic of Christmas could lead to love. Christmas Prince is a standalone, opposites
attract, Christmas M/M romance with a lonely prince, a stunning castle in the snow, a
touch of magic, and a beautiful happily ever after.
Harley, the Throwaway Puppy, has found a home, and Christmas is coming. What
surprises await her? Harley, a mixed breed rescue, is celebrating her first Christmas in
her new home. She encounters a big snow and an unusual family present. Join with
Harley and her family as they prepare for a memorable holiday!Harley is now an AKC
agility champion, having achieved the title of Master Agility Champion in August 2013.
Her true story of throwaway to champion has captured the hearts of readers worldwide.
Her stories are of hope and encouragement for all ages. A Harley Christmas is
illustrated with watercolors by the author. All proceeds from this book are donated to
animal rescues around the country.
A man without memories, and the cop who never gave up hope. When he wakes up in
the hospital, the victim of a brutal beating, John Doe has no memories of who he is or
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who hurt him. The cops can find nothing to identify him and he can't remember anything
to help... except the name Ethan and one recurring place from his dreams. Two words,
and they're not much, but it's a start: Crooked Tree. Detective Ethan Allens has never
stopped searching for the two boys who vanished. When a report lands on Ethan's
desk that may give new leads, he jumps at the chance to follow them up. The man he
finds isn't his brother, but it's someone who could maybe help him discover what
happened twelve years ago. What neither man can know is that facing the very real
demons of the past could destroy any kind of future they may have together.
Trapped in darkness, can an escort find a man to help him into the light? Gabriel Reyes
never gave in. He fought and was hurt, was abused but escaped with his life. He made
his way in the world using the one thing he was good at: sex. He earned a place with a
man who controls everything but Gabriel is safe; he’s made it. Cameron Stafford hires
Gabriel for a night, needing nothing more than a pretend boyfriend to get his
dysfunctional family off his back. With the money he has in the bank and his own hotel,
why won't they just leave him alone? It doesn’t matter that a degenerative disease has
stolen his vision, or that his last boyfriend was a bastard who tried to steal from him; for
now he has purpose. When Gabriel and Cam fall for each other, can they find real
happiness and, maybe, a forever that will save them both?
Christmas is a time for giving - what do you do when no one gives a damn?For Zachary
Weston Christmas means sleeping on a churchyard bench in the freezing snow with
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nothing better in his future. Thrown out of his home for being gay, he is left without
money or, it seems, anywhere to go.Until a stranger shows him that some people do
give a lot more than a damn. Ben Hamilton is a rookie cop in his small home town. He
finds a young throwaway, fresh from the city, sleeping on a bench in the churchyard on
a snowy Christmas Eve. Can he be the one to give Zachary his own Christmas
miracle?
Riley’s past comes back to haunt him both professionally and personally. His dead
brother left more than just bitter memories for Riley to deal with. The FBI get involved
and suddenly it is more than his good name that is on the line. Jack is always there for
him but how much more can Riley’s husband reasonably be able to understand?
Especially when Riley finds out on his delayed honeymoon that he has a eight year old
daughter he never knew existed.
What happens when secrets spill and lies are discovered? And just how far will Riley
and Jack go to play matchmaker? Riley and Jack Campbell-Hayes are in a good place.
Jack is expanding the DD and training quarter horses, Riley is so close to his first
ethical-based contract that he can almost taste it and Hayley is nearly ten and happy as
all out. Jack hires Robbie, a man recovering from a great loss, to be his right-hand man.
Meanwhile, Riley's flamboyant mischievous photographer friend, Eli, decides the DD is
the perfect backdrop for a cowboy-themed model shoot. Eli has secrets not even Riley
knows about but despite what he is hiding he falls in lust with Robbie at first sight.
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Everyone except Robbie can see how perfect Eli would be for him. Against the
backdrop of twenty half-naked models on DD land, and in the midst of fighting the oil
establishment that just won't give Riley a chance, Texas Heat is the story of one hot
summer in Texas with a Gay Rodeo, a bar fight at the Rusty Nail, humor, angst and
love between two men that just grows stronger every day.
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